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LYNNWOOD, WA — Olympus® Lock, Inc. is pleased to announce that US Patent No. 7,716,958 has been issued for
our 820SC Series cam lock. The patent covers our unique 2-part cam lock body allowing easy access to the internal
key-in-knob-style cylinder. Our patent provide for easy rekeying or installation of third party Schlage-compatible KIK
cylinders. The 820SC ships standard with our Schlage “C” keyway compatible solid brass cylinder or less cylinder to
accept other manufacturers Schlage-compatible key-in-knob cylinders.
The 820SC is available with key-retaining or non key-retaining functions, and includes the ability to lock left, right,
up or down. The same cams and shifters that work with our 720LM/DM and 920LM/DM cam locks also work with
the 820SC Series lock. This product includes, standard in the package, our anti-rotation plate for a more secure
installation in particleboard.
Olympus Lock is a manufacturer of easily rekeyable, pin tumbler cabinet locks and interchangeable core cabinet
lock bodies for a broad range of commercial applications. Our mission is to create pin tumbler cabinet locks and
accessories of unparalleled innovation, quality, keyway compatibility, and value in a manner which sets a new industry
standard for excellence. Olympus Lock—we make the changes that change the industry. For more information
contact us toll free at 800-525-0954 or visit our website at www.olympus-lock.com
###
If you’d like more information about this product or would like to schedule an interview, please contact Beth Nielsen
directly at 425-329-2516 or e-mail bethn@olympus-lock.com
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